[Medical management of uncomplicated benign prostatic hyperplasia: a new decision algorithm].
Management of benign prostatic hyperplasia (BPH) is currently undergoing profound changes. Medical treatment is not only symptomatic, but may also seek to modify the natural history of the disease, especially by reducing the risk of acute urinary retention. Medical treatment is no longer limited to a single drug: the combination of 2 different drugs from different treatment categories appears superior to single-drug treatment in some patients. Two instrumental techniques - microwave or radiofrequency thermotherapy, previously proposed as alternatives to surgery - are more appropriate as alternatives to medical treatment. These various items make it possible to construct a decision algorithm that is based at each stage on a decision shared with the patient. This algorithm to provide decision aid in management of uncomplicated symptomatic HBP takes initial disease indicators and other patient indicators into account together with its course under treatment, which has not previously been considered by international guidelines.